GET CAUGHT READING

If possible, we ask for a $10 donation to cover our printing, postage, and intern costs. We’re a 501(c)(3) charity. Learn more at EveryChildaReader.net.

- **DIGITAL** — Make the donation via our PayPal button and email your order form to cbc.info@cbcbooks.org.
  OR
- **PHYSICAL** — Please make a check to ‘Every Child a Reader’ and mail the Order Form (plus check or cash) to:
  Every Child a Reader, 54 West 39th Street, 14th Floor, New York, NY 10018

Please print clearly; we cut/print and tape this for the mailing label.

Your Name:
School / Library / Store Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:

CHECK the posters you’d like to receive. Limit of 10 total. Posters are US Letter size (8 ½x11)

**NEW POSTERS**
- Alexene Farol Follmuth (Olivie Blake) — author
- Byron Graves (Ojibwe & Lakota) — author
- Daisy Rain Martin — public school teacher
- Jacqueline Briggs Martin — author
- Khoa Le — illustrator
- Michell Wright Jumpp — school librarian
- Pizza and Taco by Stephen Shaskan — graphic novel characters
- Rebecca Williford — disability rights advocate
- Sandor Ellix Katz — author, gardener

**GET CAUGHT READING POSTERS – ALPHABETICAL LIST (AS OF JANUARY 2024)**
- Alex Morgan — athlete
- Alicia Keys — musical artist
- Allan Wolf — author
- Angela Medina — community leader
- Anthony Poon — architect, author
- Anzu the Great Kaiju by Benson Shum — graphic novel character
- Archie, Betty, and Veronica — animated classic
- Ashley Hope Pérez — author
- Becky Hammon — athlete, coach
- Big Nate by Lincoln Peirce — graphic novel character
- Brad Wagnon (Cherokee) — author
- Calvin Crosby — community leader
- Candice Wiggins — athlete
- Casper ter Kuile — author
- Charles Waters — author
- Charlie Jane Anders — author
- Cleo & Heather Thompson (Lakota) — community leaders
- Clifford the Big Red Dog — animated classic
- Cozbi A. Cabrera — author
- Crabgrass by Tauhid Bondia — graphic novel characters
- Crystal Allen — author
- Curlfriends by Sharee Miller — graphic novel characters
- Danica McKellar — author, actor
- Diane Sawyer — journalist
- Dinosaur Train — animated classic
- Don Tate — author and illustrator
- Donald Duck — animated classic
- The Doozers by Jim Henson Co. — animated classic
- Dora the Explorer — animated classic
- Doug Unplugged — animated classic
- Duncan Tonatiuh — author and illustrator
☐ Enchanted Sisters by Jim Henson Co. — animated classic
☐ Erin Napier — author, designer
☐ Erin Yun — author
☐ Fone Bone — animated classic
☐ George Foreman — athlete
☐ Gloria Estefan — musical artist
☐ Gwendolyn Hooks — author
☐ Horton by Dr. Seuss — animated classic
☐ Irene Latham — author
☐ Jackie Azúa Kramer — author
☐ Jacqueline Woodson — author
☐ Jeff Gordon — athlete
☐ Jessamyn Stanley — author, performer
☐ Jo Jo Makoons by Dawn Quigley and Tara Audibert — graphic novel character
☐ Joanna Ho — teacher, author
☐ John Lithgow — actor, author
☐ Jon Scieszka (OED) — author
☐ Jon Scieszka (Scary Stories) — author
☐ Joon Lee — journalist
☐ Jordyn Cho — school librarian
☐ Jovian Hansman — community leader
☐ Julia Alvarez — author
☐ Kacen Callender — author
☐ Kaitlin Johnstone — community leader
☐ Kanika Mobley — community leader
☐ Kate DiCamillo — author
☐ Katelyn Martens-Rodriguez — librarian
☐ Katherine Paterson — author
☐ Keira Knightley — actor
☐ Kelly Starling Lyons — author
☐ Kristi Yamaguchi — athlete, author
☐ L.L. Cool J — musical artist, actor
☐ Laurie Hernandez — athlete, author
☐ Layla by Mariahadessa Ekere Tallie and Ashleigh Corrin — picture book character
☐ Leah Johnson — author
☐ Lois-Ann Yamanaka — author
☐ Malik & Miles George — community leaders
☐ Manuela Soares — professor, author
☐ Marlo Thomas — community leader
☐ Mary-Louise Parker — actor
☐ Maya Lè — teacher
☐ Mayim Bialik — actor
☐ Mercer Mayer — author and illustrator
☐ Mia Wenjen — community leader
☐ Michael Anderson — author
☐ Michael Larner (Ojibwa) — author
☐ Nathan Chen — athlete, author
☐ Neil Gaiman — author
☐ Níneve Calegari — community leader
☐ Nnedi Okorafor — author
☐ Noah Van Sciver — illustrator
☐ Olivia the Pig — animated classic
☐ Olugbemisola Rhuday-Perkovich — author
☐ Pajanimals — animated classic
☐ Patricia Cutright (Lakota) — librarian
☐ Paula Chase — author
☐ Paula Young Shelton — author
☐ Phoebe & Marigold by Dana Simpson — graphic novel characters
☐ Queen Latifah — musical artist, actor
☐ Raakhee Mirchandani — author, journalist
☐ Raj Haldar — musical artist, author
☐ Raya Kenney — community leader
☐ Dr. Raymond Codrington — community leader
☐ Renée Watson — author
☐ Rina Madhani — community leader
☐ Dr. Roderick Jones — community leader
☐ Rosey Alvero — community leader
☐ Sara Farizan — author
☐ Seema Aghera & Rebecca Cohen — community leaders
☐ Shani Mahiri King — author, professor
☐ Sid the Science Kid — animated classic
☐ Story Monster — animated classic
☐ Sue Bird — athlete
☐ Tameka Fryer Brown — author
☐ Terry Crews — author, TV star
☐ Tim Duncan — athlete
☐ Tracey Baptiste — author
☐ Traci Sorell (Cherokee) — author
☐ Twin Cities by Jose Pimienta — graphic novel characters
☐ Vanessa Garcia — author
☐ Vanessa Mitchell — community leader
☐ Varian Johnson — author
☐ Veggie Tales® — animated classic
☐ Vinyanka Prasad & Suzi Q. Smith — community leaders
☐ Yoda — animated classic
☐ Zalia Avant-garde — author